She has her own personality, is capable of displaying positive and negative emotions and can even start up a conversation based on previous chats...

Meet Nadine, the social robot that can keep you company

By Anna Pukas

The social robot Nadine, a companion that is always with you and her expression as she shakes your hand and says how nice it is to meet you... When you meet Nadine she will remember you, remember things too. She can even jig along looking like a nutcracker covered in semi-gleaming silver. She has her own personality, is capable of displaying positive and negative emotions and can even start up a conversation based on previous chats...
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FACE OF THE FUTURE: Prof Nadia Thalmann with Nadine the robot, Edgar 1 and Edgar 2
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For all her sophisticated proportions, Nadine is not a "sentient" robot. But in any discussion about what a robot cannot do one must always add – yet.
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For all her sophisticated proportions, Nadine is not a "sentient" robot. But in any discussion about what a robot cannot do one must always add – yet.